Stick Weaving

Want to try weaving but don’t have a loom? No problem, head outside, grab an interesting set of branches, and get started making easy and fun wall decorations!

What you will need:

RED HEART® With Love®, 1 skein each: 1502 Iced Aqua A, 1803 Blue Hawaii B, 1505 Peacock C

Wooden Sticks or Branches (with ‘Y’ shape)
Large Eye blunt sewing needle
Scissors

RED HEART® With Love®, Art. E400 available in solid color 7oz (198 g), 370 yd (338 m), multicolor 5oz (141 g), 230 yd (211 m) and stripes 5 oz (141 g) 223 yds (204 m) skeins

WEAVING

Steps (refer to photos):
1. Using C, and without cutting yarn from skein, knot yarn end to wooden stick at center base of “Y”.

2. Holding stick/branch flat, with the ‘arms’ to the right and left, first wrap yarn around the left ‘arm’ looping 2 times, and then wrap yarn around the right ‘arm’, looping 2 times.

3. Repeat wrapping method until the ‘Y’ section is completely covered. Cut yarn and fasten with a knot.
4. Cut a 36" [91.5 cm] length of A and thread the blunt needle. Pull yarn through eye of needle until ends meet and then tie yarn ends together leaving a 4" [10 cm] tail.

5. Knot the tails around the center base of the ‘Y’.


7. Cut a similar or shorter length of B and thread the blunt needle. Pull yarn through eye of needle until ends meet and then tie yarn ends together leaving a 4" [10 cm] tail. Tie B tails to end of A and then continue to weave as established.

8. When the end of B is reached, change to A and then to B, continuing to weave as established until entire center of ‘Y’ has been woven. Trim ends of yarn as desired.